IGP Application Period Closes Dec. 12

The Intramural Grants Program (IGP) deadline of December 12, 2016 (4:45pm) is rapidly approaching. As cost sharing is required, please make sure you’ve cleared your applications with your ADR. A comprehensive list of resources including the link to the application can be found on the IGP website.

NSF BIO/IOS Funding Opportunity
Webinar Friday December 9th, 2016 - 10AM CT

Dr. Rollie Clem, a rotating Program Director at the National Science Foundation in the Division of Integrative Organismal Systems, will be presenting a session entitled “Funding Opportunities Offered by the National Science Foundation” at the Dauphin Island Sea Lab (DISL) on Friday, December 9th. For those interested, the presentation will be streamed live at 10 am (central) via Youtube. Dr. Clem is a Professor in the Division of Biology at Kansas State University, where for the past 19 years his research has focused on antiviral mechanisms in insects, in particular apoptosis. Current research in Dr. Clem’s laboratory involves examining the process of how vector-borne viruses establish infection in mosquitoes and overcome mosquito barriers and defenses in order to be transmitted.

Hanover Research Development Services

In order to provide resources for faculty and staff, AuburnUniversity has partnered with Hanover Research for a number of grant development solutions including: Pre-proposal Support; Proposal Development; and Capacity Building. Their full-service grant development solutions are available to set goals, build strategies to achieve key grantseekingobjectives, and develop grant proposals that are well-planned, researched, and written. For information regarding Hanover’s core capabilities and project time lines, please contact Tony Ventimiglia in PSFS.

2017 NSF MRI internal competition closed with one acquisition slot available. Please contact Marc Haon if interested in submitting.

NSF/CASIS Collaboration on Combustion & Thermal Transport Processes Research on the ISS
PIVOT - Funding Database

Pivot is a comprehensive source of global funding opportunities with the largest collection of scholar profiles in one intuitive solution. Faculty can create and save funding searches to get pertinent funding opportunities sent directly to their inbox and use PIVOT Gallery to find collaborators locally or globally. 

Click here to get started.

Collaboration Corner
Reserve Collaboration Corner today for collaborative meetings.

Proposal Writing Guides
AU PI Handbook, agency guides & more to help you write a successful proposal.

Proposal Development Tools

Tiger Tips
A short monthly article that provides guidance on specific topics of interest.

Proposal Services & Faculty Support
844-5954 / Auburn
Research@auburn.edu
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